AGS GROWING
PARTNERSHIPS

THE FINNISH WEEK OF BUSINESS IN ZAMBIA

The Finnish Week of Business 2019 organised by Team Finland and the Accelerated
Growth for SMEs in Zambia (AGS) Programme brought 20 Finnish companies to Zambia
with the purpose of building long-term business relations with Zambian counterparts.
Sectors including agriculture, aquaculture, forestry, energy, ICT, education, finance,
construction and logistics were represented. The week included tailored meetings,
workshops, the Agritech Expo and a networking reception hosted by the Embassy of
Finland. Tangible results were achieved including direct sales, concrete partnerships and
increased presence of Finnish companies in Zambia.

SUCCESS STORY
Tigmoo + Zippie collaboration
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The successful Tigmoo and Zippie partnership was set in motion during the Finnish week
of Business in April 2019.

Based in Lusaka, Zambia
Zambia’s first online marketplace for a
wide range of consumer products
Guarantees quick, effective and affordable
delivery to all parts of Zambia
Also runs Tigmoo Shop N Ship and
Tigmoo Eats
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Based in Helsinki, Finland
Globally first provider of mobile based,
blockchain enabled customer loyalty
programs
Offers various mobile money solutions
for businesses and individuals
Existing presence in Kenya and Hong
Kong

Loyalty program to gain, reward and keep users
Using Zippie’s technology, Tigmoo launched its loyalty program resulting in 7800 new
registrations daily (reported in August 2019). The program rewards users for purchases,
deliveries and referrals and gives each new customer 25-50 ZMW of free talk time as
instant gratification.

This partnership has helped us gain 76% growth in traffic.
I would definitely recommend all Zambian MSMEs to join
the Finnish Business Week to meet potential partners
and investors.
Vikas Kumar
Tigmoo CEO
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By engaging with Zippie, Tigmoo have increased their customer base by more than
70,000 people (March 2020) and saved half a million USD in technology development costs. Plans for extension of the loyalty program to Zimbabwe, Namibia and
Ghana are in place with the added innovation of making it a wallet program.

BENEFITS OF THE PARTNERSHIP

GROWTH IN
CUSTOMER
BASE
70,000 new
customers

INCREASE IN
ONLINE USERS
7,800 New users
recorded in one
day

SAVINGS IN TECH
DEVEVLOPMENT
COST
USD 500,000

ABOUT AGS

The AGS Programme is a Finnish Government funded private sector development
initiative implemented in partnership with the Ministry of Commerce, Trade and
Industry (MCTI) of the Government of the Republic of Zambia (GRZ). It aims to
directly support start-ups and Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) to
accelerate their growth and expand their contribution to the creation of jobs,
well-being and inclusivity in the Zambian economy.
AGS Programme Zambia, D&G Office Park 1, Chila Road, Kabulonga, Lusaka
tel: +260 760 633618

email: info@agsprogramme.org

www.agsprogramme.org

